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Larger housing developments 
• extending existing settlements 
• forming standalone settlements
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Creating a Place 



  1.1  Overview



   1.1  Overview



1.2  Settlement  patterns
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1.3 Good siting



1.4  Integration with landscape setting 
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  1.5  Adopting a settlement pattern suited to location
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  1.5  Adopting a settlement pattern suited to location
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1.6  Sustainable access and linkage
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1.6  Sustainable access and linkage



     1.7  Privacy and security
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1.8   Community and biodiversity

Ardminish - Sympathetic
cluster development

• In keeping with character of Gigha

• Room for innovation; different clusters can 
have different characters

• Minimises impact on landscape

• Incremental; an evolving process better suited
to Gigha as it changes 

• Flexible

• Easier to comply with existing legislation 
(roads, drainage)

………….we suggest that the cluster 
model is developed

Cluster Stage 1;  one or two houses

•Houses need to appeal to incomers with
small business

•People on island want to take advantage of 
views

•Suitable for “model crofts”

DESIGN GUIDES; cluster structure 

Live/work unit  – suitable for model croftRow of two houses

•Individual single storey houses, low density
development, suits areas of open landscape
•Logistics; relatively expensive to develop in 
terms of infrastructure, each plot would have 
to be serviced individually, could be easier to
implement individually

Workshop,store or office

Junction to comply with
roads department
guidelines; off road
parking for at least 2 cars
per house

Boundary treatment-
hedge

Boundary treatment-
dry stone wall

shelter
planting

•Variety of different roof heights

•Slate, timber and render

small
openings to 
northLarger openings to south and 

to make the most of views

Boundary treatment-
hedge

house
1

house

2

•Variety of different roof heights

•Slate, timber and render

shelter
planting

SITE 11 North Drumachro
Current use farm land

Potential use housing cluster; model crofts
Capacity 4 - 8 new houses, in 2 phases

Local Plan Rural opportunity area

possible future site for second phase of model crofts

+
-

• very suitable location, as there are a number of derelict/disused farm buildings which could be
converted to residential use, alongside land which is available for crofts/smallholdings
• not a very visible site from main road or ferry
• close to main road

• If new houses are built at North Drumachro, (see Site No 13 also) the road may have to be upgraded to
adoptable standard - which is expensive (a private road can only serve a maximum of 10 properties)

GENERAL NOTE - Argyll and Bute  Roads Department might typically require realignment of roads
geometry at junctions, removal of obstructions to sightlines at junctions; localised road widening at
junctions and introduction of passing places. Scottish Water/SEPA would need to be consulted in order to
determine drainage requirements after engineer reports on ground conditions

eac
sma
in a
plot



1.9  Infrastructure - designing for climate change 
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1.9  Infrastructure - designing for climate change



1.10 Renewable energy



1.10 Renewable energy



  1.11     “Using buildings to shape urban spaces”  





1.12  Neighbourhoods key components of a sustainable development 
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1.12  Neighbourhoods key components of a sustainable development
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    1.13  Routes and access                
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1.14 Parking                            



1.15  Attractive, characterful external spaces         



1.15  Attractive, characterful external spaces    



1.15  Attractive, characterful external spaces 



Components of a Place



2.1  Smaller scale components           
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2.2  Massing and proportion                 



2.2  Massing and proportion                   



2.2  Massing and proportion                 



2.3  Material choices                 



2.3  Material choices                     



2.3  Material choices                     



2.4 Construction details



2.4  Construction details 



2.4  Construction details 



2.4   Construction details   



2.4 Construction details



2.5 Planting and gardens



2.5 Planting and gardens



2.6   Accessibility                



2.7    Design for minimal energy use         



2.8    Design for minimal environmental impact     



2.8    Design for minimal environmental impact     



2.8     Design for minimal environmental impact     



2.9   Dealing with climate change         
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